Case study on Bank Protection and Flood Control measure using TechFab Metal Gabions in Srinagar (J&K)

Project Description

Project: Bank Protection work and Flood Control measure for Madhumati and Bonar Nallah

Location: Bandipora District @ 60 km from Srinagar

Product: Techfab Metal gabion boxes (10 X 12), zinc + PVC coated (total supply - 173,171 cum)

Manufacturer & Supplier: TechFab (India) Industries Ltd.

Project Brief

In 2015, Both Nallah had experienced severe bank erosion due to melting of ice at high altitude and release of water from the Kishan Ganga Hydro Electric Power Project (KGHEP) which caused flood in nearby villages as well as high erosion of the river.

Project Challenges

This region is surrounded by high slope mountain and due to steep gradient; the velocity of water is quite high causing erosion of the bank and bed of the channel. It is observed that there is erosion at various locations along the nallah thus posing threat to the community staying along the banks.

Solution Proposed:

The advantage of Gabion wall & other form of energy conservative structures was adopted for its easy construction; economy & flexibility. The gabion structures go easy with surrounding & maintain ecological balance by allowing growth of flora and fauna of the regime.

The permeable nature of the Metal Gabion eliminates buildup of hydrostatic pressure behind the retaining structure and uplifts caused by turbulent flows.

The flexibility of the double twisted hexagonal mesh helps in withstanding differential settlement without fracturing the structure particularly when a structure is installed on unstable and uneven ground or in an area where scours from waves or current can undermine.

Metal Gabion structures are heavy monolithic gravity units able to withstand earth's thrust. Its efficiency increases instead of decreasing with age since further consolidation takes place as silt and soil collect on the voids and vegetation establishes itself.
Execution on Site: The work was extremely challenging in terms of taking material to site due to steep gradient, high water level & surrounded by locality. The temporary access road was constructed & water from nallah was diverted to facilitate gabion work. The gabions were placed in situ by varying foundation depth 1m to 3m. We have given extensive training for proper implementation of gabion at site. The contractor started the work simultaneously at various locations due to its urgency and timeline fixed in the contract. The series of gabion retaining wall: spur & energy dissipater were being constructed along Bonar & Madhumati Nallah.

Conclusion: The gabion wall work completed satisfactorily. The social benefits of the gabion wall are erosion control of the bank and protection from Flood of surrounding community as well as local crews can be easily trained on site to perform the installation job which results into improved social economic value of the region.
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